
Clear presentation of forces

Monitoring of operational times

Grouping of units

Personnel planning

Additional information on units

Time saving (preliminary planning)

A large deployment of force in confusing emergency response situations poses a challenge for every operation 
leader. Especially in the case of inter-organization operations, it‘s all too easy to lose your view of the whole. Which 
units are at the site, which on the way, which are still in the staging area? Command management is the basis of 
force and resources administration and supports the user with a structured illustration of all tactical units with 
the associated status. Shortages of force are detected immediately and calls for additional forces can be initiated.
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CommandX | Ressources

For dispatching approaching vehicles, CommandX offers 
a clear image of forces with a filter function. For exam-
ple, units can be sorted by different organizations, by 
status report or by dispatch status.

The operation leader has a duty of care for their ope-
rational forces. That‘s why the operation times can be 
predefined and monitored in the force manager. Various 
symbols and messages indicate compliance with reco-
very and rest periods.

Clear presentation of all forces Personnel planning

Time saving through optimal preliminary planning
In the majority of cases, the same forces will be invol-
ved in the operational activities based on the individual 
alarm and response regulations. With good prelimina-
ry planning, these forces are already being developed. 
In case of an emergency response operation, you can 
quickly make use of a suggestion list. Unknown for-
ces can of course also be created and planned ad hoc.

Monitoring of operational times (regeneration)

Additional information on untis

Keeping track

Units can also be assigned to the operational sections 
in groups. In this way, you can quickly and easily group 
different vehicles into trains or associations for service.

Grouping of units

Special vehicle fixtures, special equipment or the num-
ber of people wearing breathing apparatuses – in the 
case of unit management, the vehicles can be loaded 
with additional performance features. This helps in the 
assessment of capacity and in assigning forces to the 
operation sections.

Efficiently guided resource management only works 
if you have an accurate overview. “Unit management” 
therefore divides the forces into “Alerted”, “In preparati-
on” and “In use”. The status of an individual vehicle or of 
a grouped train is clearly shown. The vehicle status can 
be transferred automatically to the module by means of 
the interfaces to the common control center systems 
and the connection to the digital radio network. This 
leaves time to concentrate on the essential dispatching.

It is important to have an overview of the personnel 
deployed, especially during large and long-term opera-
tions. Calls for additional forces or food provisions must 
be planned. This is where CommandX‘s force overview 
can help. It gives quick and transparent insight into 
the strengths of the individual units and organizations 
within the operation sections. At the push of a button, 
the export function provides the data, which can be 
sent via the integrated email interface or printed out.
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